[174]
Cabs went faster than before, thanks to rubber tyres, paving of a new type, more frequently repaired, and the better condition of the horses. Motor-cars, though they were fast enough, were not yet numerous enough to get tangled up every other minute in their own throng. Bicycles could still be ridden without danger, and thousands of pedestrians had tripled their speed by becoming cyclists. The motor-buses diminished by a good third the time taken by the horse-buses, though these had already reached the point of crossing Paris, from Clignancourt to the Place Saint-Jacques, in less than fifty minutes. The motor-buses were quicker in starting and better at climbing the slopes, numerous in this city of hills.
The electric tram-cars and the surviving compressed-air or steam cars found long stretches of free road in front of them. All these vehicles need scarcely do more than count on their fixed stops. General stops, ordered by whistle or signal, did not yet hold traffic up every couple of hundred yards. The first M£tro lines offered direct itineraries between important points. No complicated system as yet presented the temptation to get where you wanted to go at all costs, as though it were a game to work out subterranean twist-ings and turnings, at the risk of wandering for ever in the criss-cross corridors of junction stations.
The pavements in the centre of the city were congested; certain main streets were choked with vehicles; several crossings were dangerous. But a Parisian used to crowds, to traffic, and to choosing his streets could still go for long walks at a steady pace and even without taking much care. Generally speaking, the abundance of means of transportation had not yet given more than three million people the somewhat di&zying idea that they could move about just as they liked and that distance was the kst thing that counted.
Clerks and workmen, with the exception of those who toyed with the rather wild - and disillusioning - dream of a little country cottage outside the walls, still devoted a good deal of patience to discovering somewhere to live near their wotk or somewhere to work near their homes. Public

